WireSpec™
Database software for
Eubanks Automatic
Wire-Stripper Machines
IBM PC
DOS and WINDOWS
COMPATIBLE

HOW DID WE DO THIS LAST TIME? You've heard this expensive question before. Someone figured
out the correct set-up last time. BUT NO-ONE RECORDED THE INFORMATION. Don't rely on the
memory of a few key people, or recreate the same information time and again.

WIRESPEC remembers all machine settings for every size and type of wire you
process. Increases accuracy and eliminates rework costs caused by trial and
error method at each setup - previous settings are clearly displayed to operator
for quick setup and correct wire process on the first try.
Complete system includes everything you need to be up and running on the very first day.
WIRESPEC Software and Hardware Controller with Keyboard, three (3) Display Screens,
Remote Data Controller, Printer, and 5000 labels.
EASY TO USE MENU-DRIVEN SYSTEM IS SIMPLE FOR ANYONE TO OPERATE. NO SPECIAL
TRAINING NEEDED.
Just pick the action you want from
a list of choices. No need for you
to learn codes or arbitrary
keywords. Push one button and
a pop-up "MENU" of options is
displayed on the color monitor.
Plain English instructions make
clear what is required and a single
keystroke (identified on the
screen) is all that is needed to
select one of several possibilities.
WIRESPEC prompts you with
helpful
messages
when
alternative choices are available.
New operators can skillfully
operate the system quickly and
easily.

MULTIPLE SCREEN SYSTEM - Ensures that all settings for the active wire process are
displayed AT ONCE. Remote data display make this information available where it is most
productive, AT THE EUBANKS MACHINE. No need to remain at the keyboard. Remote
data controller (located on top or near the Eubanks Automatic Wire Stripper) allows operator
to process up to 300 wire set-ups before specifying a new job at the keyboard.
JUST-IN-TIME - Easily change set-ups as often as needed for small or large runs. Detailed
set-up information at your fingertips allows wire processing to meet the demands of JUSTIN-TIME scheduling. With all correct settings, guides, blades, blocks and rollers specified
and available at the push of a button, it is a snap to change from one wire process to
another and back again without holding up other production jobs.
AUTO-START - Turn on one switch and you're up and running in seconds.
PASSWORD SECURITY - WIRESPEC automatically screens out unauthorized users, protecting
your valuable information from being altered or examined without your knowledge.
ADD INFO AS YOU GO - No need to specify everything at first. Creating more detailed setups, or changing old ones is easy to do and everything is remembered for next time.

WIRESPEC's flexible memory structure permits full
operation with only as much information as you need.
Data can be omitted or added if needed at your
convenience. This useful feature enables you to
make a brief entry for a new job, and move right
along to the business of processing wire in as short
a time as possible. Designed-in flexibility for quick
and productive operation. No unnecessary steps.
Memory space is reserved for additional details you
may wish to add at any time in the future. When
Engineering Change Orders create new specifications
for your jobs, WIRESPEC enables you to retain most
of your parameters, changing only what is different.
Saves time and gives your staff the tool to stay on
top of changes that inevitably occur.
This same capability allows you to specify processing
on other machines in your area simply by utilizing
the minimum data elements necessary to describe
the job at hand.
Extra procedures or any type of comment can be
stored along with each set-up by making a notation
under SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. Up to six lines of commentary can be included with each
item on every drawing. As many as eighteen hundred comments, hints and suggestions
can be memorized in association with each job, allowing for an accumulation of retrievable
knowledge that can make your most complicated assemblies easy to process.
WIRESPEC keeps your information organized under your Bill of Materials or Project Number.
Specifications from associated Drawings together with all wire set-ups for each item are
called into memory at once. Item numbers used by WIRESPEC are the ones called out on
your company drawings.
New wire process steps can be entered after you've established the set-up and while your
cutter/stripper is running. Make efficient use of the time someone is now spending
monitoring the automatic wire stripper. New set-ups can be specified during your usual
production without the need to budget extra time.
Once memorized, existing specs can be recalled at the push of a button. No guesswork.
Your Eubanks machine can be set-up and ready for wire processing in record time. An
operator who has never processed a particular job can recall the memorized specifications
and set-up the automatic cutter/stripper with the exact procedure used before.
Better than a standard list of suggested set-ups and adjustments since WIRESPEC
remembers the actual combination of blocks, blades, rollers, guides, and speed settings
that was used the last time your group successfully processed the job.
THOSE WHO CANNOT REMEMBER THE PAST ARE FORCED TO REPEAT IT.

REMOTE CONTROL - A job can be recalled as a group,
enabling your operator to process every wire
specified in an entire job without returning to the
keyboard. Hundreds of wire set-ups can be handled
at one time. Specifications for every wire in an
assembly can be viewed from the remote Data
display screen using the pushbutton Remote Data
Controller, both located productively at your Eubanks
automatic cutter/stripper. Your operator is provided
with the memorized set-up information where and
when it is most useful.
PRINT A SET OF LABELS - Automatically, an
identifying summary is created for each group of
processed wires for every item in your job. This
information is transferred by the included printer to
self-adhesive labels. These can be affixed to plastic
bags, bins or other storage containers. All of your
wire output can be identified in this way.
Identification of processed wire keeps your area
orderly and organized. Enables your people to find
the correct wire set when needed. Helps prevent
assemblers from inadvertently using the wrong wire
lengths and then requesting replacements from you.
Curtail a whole range of unnecessary rework and
reduce the number of "hot jobs" that require your
immediate attention.
For your convenience, WIRESPEC uses standard size,
self-adhesive, pin-fed labels which can be purchased
from most office supply retailers. They are also
available through your WIRESPEC dealer.
PUT YOUR EUBANKS MACHINE TO WORK MORE
OFTEN. WIRESPEC can help you make more use of
your Eubanks machine in the next few months than
you did all last year. You know from experience how
much time and money is saved every time you are
able to process wire automatically instead of paying
an assembler to do this work by hand. You will find
you're able to run more work through your Eubanks
Automatic Wire Stripper more quickly, with
reproducible accuracy.
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